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SATURA is published twice a
month by that fun-loving soul. John
Foyster froc PO Box 57, Drouin, Victoria
/lustralia.
It is available for trade or
comment,r with occasional exceptions,
eakminded or unimaginative Australians
V + I>Fps 3° receive 5 issues,
.ithin a short ti^e sf "no reaction" I
lose patience, and .you will receive the
Foyster "So LongAChollie" Accolade, a
rare (I hope) honour.
Certain Australian
fen are receiving theirs with 'this issue
lucky then!., This will NOT be »n fl page
issue if I can help it.
•
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BOB ST.TITH ATT3ZPT3 TO 'JHITE A 'HOLE ISSUE BY IIIIZSELF, ILLUSTRATED
1 feel I should at least attempt to comment on Satura 2. because if
you keep to this snapping regularity NO. 3 will be in my lap before T^now
it and the murmur of "So long Chpllie" will be heard whispe£inJ aloJ the
ether towards Bandiana. Never let it be saido
sparing alo*g we
.'.'hat’s wrong with ditto? •',’hy are you moaning and grizzling j-bout
'1S means of reproduction? It looks neat and JJfadable, and
2$ ? us?d t0 handlinS the messy carbons, possible co turn out
of P}easiaS appearance (this is for the readers ox SATURA who
II
faintest idea what you’re writing about, but reed something to
comiaent on). But I imagine you are a slave to that filthy Rone6 at the
^*1^0
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j?arsewai>deP» you will recall, would respond to stupidities with
b
prefer the sPittin3 Vicious sound of the other, especially
when I have to deal with an educated twit like you) I can imagine 'your
their h?ads aad «*■**■>«, "yes, yes, inat is fo - the
j
%■?£ °^er?>..— important,” and then they fall off the edge of that
t??ab?aato
s2!3 * ” BAS0!
they going to take the
trouble to find out just how the saying does go? Not on your nelly0 And
oiextracted a line from a poem written by the
h
be most Interested to see how you interpret it for
em,

"ill IT be; —

*

'

"As there is nothing from the beginning"

or

"The buddha-nature is ever pure and undefiled"

or

"Essentially, not a ’thing’ exists’’;
hrnr?
I rather like Hui-Nang; he reminds me o? ’ny'self.:
Q-hrt„£nLfrom ^here did you copy the characters? They have the genuine look
w h
perhaps??? And just what the hell has a!l that got to do
thu °Pinion3
others"? (I jestc
What you were trying to set
mean38 ?°0ninif„*h!r 3Jakil{ ln front
-V mind, but I know what you
absolute!vPn^i2n?i^e
J they are not important. They exist,
fmin ayaPidZ7n1n?knA?thiaS?eSa’
for th® individual intellect to
xiii in a smidgin of colour, here and there<
For I see art more and more clearly as a sort of manuring”of~the~psychJ?
- Pursewarden

How are you fixed for maida?(overheard in a brothel)
I didn’t particularly go overboard about the verse from EXTANT, and
get the impression that you’re slightly "hard-up” for na terial*
Where,
pray, are all these "writing types in near-fandom" who faunch to appear
in SATURA? I doubt very mixch that the ancient EXTANT will have much
worth salvaging,,
(Why not, if that is how your fine mind works, reprint
material from ETHERLINE? or even o.00 shhhhi ,.., PERHAPS?)
Rather insipid fanzine reviews; designed no doubt to bring forth
roars of wrath from the editors., JESUS BUG I find a trifle “cute9 at
times, and I°m not quite sure if Andy Main travels all over the US
because he wants to see his friends or because it’s real keen material f
for another fanzine. Avram entertaining, of course.
Where did you get the Blyth from? It’s not, as far as I know, from
the haiku, volumes (but then I’ve only dipped into volumes 2-4, looking
for TFw^aspects that interest meo Indexing in ’em- Is a bit shoddy, I
think) or the other Blyth volumes that I haveo Presumably it is from hij
non~oriental studies? Please let me know, no? (Naturally, in light of
what you know of my interest in Zen and Bach - or, more accurately, music
that little hint from Blyth would have me hopping about,
However, what he does write is, I feel, too much of a
generalization; I might argue with his "only perfect
expression of the psyche..0", and why restrict it to
Mozart and to Baehr Some to that, much remains to he doa«
in any direction0 a,
If you want to understand the invisible, look carefully
at the visible<,
Talmud.
Music only achieves reality when, like natures it is an
organism with an inner life of its own, which we can
apprehend because it is connected with ours, or, in other
words, has a meaning for us. W J Turner, Mozart

owari
Bob
CREDIT LINESo All the above, including quotes, and with the single
exception of the Philby ill' m •diately above, is the unaided work of
the said Bob Smith*
......... ...
.....
.

I suppose ditto isn’t sb bad, Bol - certainly it can look fair - but
the repro which I got from the A FP A Roneo, now that it has been "fixed",
is very very good, and it is only the difficulty of duplicating that
keeps me from using it regularly. You will be gratified to learn that,
at long last, AFP A is ahead financially,
I hate to think of the short
time for which this will remain the case..
And I am not "hard-up" for -aferial. mate. For a moment I thought I
might prove it by pi*ini4'ng the ‘^af^ial /oK‘di'e fifth iri with this, but
I remembered my decision to kie* under’? page's
These things are not pnrtte•: Infly’ impoi’tant, of course, and first ..
want to deal with my word ■ ?- tw- in Japanese
Your translations all have
the germ of the idea th~t
wanted to put across, but I think Blyth
translates it better as Not a thing exists of its own nature*
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Beauty Is at once the ultimate
and the highest aim of art
(Goethe)
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